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**Startpage** @StartPageSearch · Nov 21
BIG NEWS! Introducing Startpage News Tab - designed to deliver unprofiled news search results that are identical per query to everyone worldwide and unaffected by browsing history or demographic profile. Our users asked & we listened! More info here startpage.com/blog/uncategor...
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Startpage - the world's most private search engine.
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Startpage @StartPageSearch · Nov 14
Browse websites in true privacy using Startpage’s Anonymous View. Search, find and browse without anyone knowing you were there.

Follow us for privacy tips on how to protect yourself online.
Startpage.com

Startpage @StartPageSearch · Nov 12
Startpage.com is the world's most private search engine that doesn't store your search history & doesn't track you.

The information you share with your search engine is PERSONAL and there is a private alternative with Startpage. What will you choose?

Startpage @StartPageSearch · Nov 13
Explore the internet unseen and cut-down on annoying ads with Startpage’s private browsing feature "Anonymous View." Want to know the tech and history of Anonymous View - read our blog!
startpage.com/blog/product-u...

#privacy #datarights #privatesearch
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Canals, Van Gogh, bicycles, tulips... Startpage! Did you know that Startpage.com's HQ is in the Netherlands, meaning that all of our worldwide users are protected by stringent Dutch and European Union privacy laws.
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Have you tried Startpage's private browsing feature "Anonymous View?"
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Ready to start searching online in private? With Startpage, you'll never have a search history again. Startpage.com
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The world's most private search engine.
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Your search queries are your own personal business, and should stay that way. Startpage.com
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Ready to start searching in private? No search history, no tracking and no profiling. Startpage.com
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The world's most private search engine.
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Take back control of your personal data by using a private search engine like Startpage. Startpage.com
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The world's most private search engine.
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